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Sample size

No sample-size calculation was performed. To determine plants harbouring an inversions rather large sample sizes were chosen, because we
expected very low inversion frequencies and to randomize bias from integration of the Cas9 nuclease. As previously published in Schmidt, C.,
Pacher, M. & Puchta, H. Efficient induction of heritable inversions in plant genomes using the CRISPR/Cas system. The Plant journal : for cell
and molecular biology 98, 577–589; 10.1111/tpj.14322 (2019). the inversion frequency ranges between 0.5 and 2 % with a distance of up to
18 kb. We decided to screen approximately 1600 plants to be able to detect inversions that occur with a frequencies of about 0.1 %.
For the F1 pollen analysis we tested all pollen for which the WGA was successful. In the F2 generation we tested up to 200 individual plants
and selected this number based on previously detected crossover frequencies in Arabidopsis (CO were detected in 6 regions with an average
size of 240 kb).

Data exclusions

In F1 pollen analysis we excluded the CO frequency of I5, because no CO event could be detected in this area due to low sample size in F1. We
were able to show occurence of COs in I5 in the F2 generation with appropriate sample size.

Replication

For screening of heritable inversions, 1600 independent plants were analysed via PCR-based genotyping and these experiments were always
carried out analysing 3 technical replicates for each junction primer combination. After a positive result was obtained, new leaf material was
taken from the respective plant again analysed with 3 technical replicates. For F1-hybrid recombination analysis (after backcrossing) we
analysed all pollen that passed the quality control of WGA (54-90 plants) and these results were verified in the corresponding F2-Hybrid
analysis (200 individual randomly choosen F2-Hybrids) marker analysis with this material was done as duplicates.

Randomization

All independent transgenic lines and individuals plants were randomly picked for analysis.

Blinding

Not required for most analyses, as samples were processed identically through standard procedures that should not bias outcomes. As plants
were always numbered randomly during line establishment and for analysis blinding was not relevant to our study.
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